
Bailey Scholars meeting 
March 23rd 

Student leaders: Sammi and Madi 
Attendees:  

ANR 210 
Sydney Sharon 
Emily Biebel 
Eli Johnson 
Emma Charney 
Eliana Rubin 
Antoinette Wingo 

ANR 310  
Megan Nuffer 
Brandon Hill 
Hamad Alnuaimi 

ANR 410 (1) 
Emily Parker 

ANR 410 (2) 
Ittaty Ximena Aguilar-Guzman 
Brenda Pilar  
Osten Eschedor  
Brian Goldsmith  
Vendela Kerner 
Angelica Guzman Reyes

Icebreaker: Name, Pronouns, major, class, One thing you are looking forward to 

Class update 

ANR 210- Amit and Erik 
-Just finished horror unit
-Now onto fashion unit
-Moving into cooking unit

Requesting 20 dollars for cooking unit  
They are making a pasta dish and Hamantaschens the money requested will be used to 
buy some of the ingredients 

Approved: They now have $230 Dollars remaining 



ANR 310: Saul and Sara 
-Currently they are working on their scheduled presentations and have a had an
awesome time learning about different cultures and passions their classmates have

Requesting 75 dollars for props and resources for CCSN 
Personal culture projects  
No other requests are expected for the rest of their semester 

They did not have enough information to accept the motion and this needs to 
move to an Emergency BCC meeting 

ANR 410 Section 1-Dustin 
-Project is working to address campus lighting
-completed map of MSU campus and counted how many lights
-social media group work on creating posts to gain attention
-Follow them at @lightupmsu
-Meeting with electrical engineer to talk about lighting on campus

Requested $220 for T shirts 
-Using this to raise awareness at their events as they do out reach to help promote their
work @lightupmsu

Approved: Only has $30 dollars left in budget 

ANR 410 Section 2-Dustin  
-Working on projects
-social media group is picking & preparing templates
-outreach is collaborating with social media posts to spread the word
- currently painting the mural in the Bailey classroom
-Advocacy group-working on public out reach

Requesting funding for the advocacy group 
The project is wheel of crisis  
They are looking for $50 dollars to use for prizes to encourage participation 

Approved: Only has 100 dollars left of budget for ANR 410 Section 2 

Updates 
-Bailey Swag order form is due Monday 3/28 https://forms.gle/YsFq7ZpbZz2VAYFT6
(Don’t forget to be signed into your MSU email)
-Core Course Share night is April 11th and mandatory if you are in Bailey class (If you
have a class conflict this needs to be addressed with Dustin ASAP

https://forms.gle/YsFq7ZpbZz2VAYFT6


-Student director applications come out Friday 3/25
-Bailey Graduation is May 6th
-Make sure to do your dishes and clean up after yourself in the Bailey space

Upcoming things in Bailey  
April  
11th - 11am-1pm Community - Lunch 
11th-5pm: Core course share night 
20th - 12pm-5pm -tie dye  
23rd - 6pm - BCC 

***We are in need of a scholar to help us at admitted students day on April 16th. If you 
are free and can attend please message Sammi or Madi and we will provide you with 
more information. This will be fun and a great opportunity to get your service hours :)  
Sammi: trepecks@msu.edu or (248)828-5293 
Madi: pellmanm@MSU.EDU or (989)413-8853 

Senior Share Night (This can be used for service hours) 

This semester we have a large amount of bailey scholars graduating. Come support 
your fellow scholars as they present their BSP journey. All presentations will take place 
in the Bailey Classroom(Room 50 Ag Hall). Dates are listed below. 
March 31 – 6:30 P.M
April 5 – 6:30 P.M
April 6 – 5:00 P.M
April 9 – 12:00 P.M
April 12 – 6:30 P.M
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